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Introduction 

The product switching power professional Amplifier is designed for professional use on stage.
The high-quality components and the carefully designed circuits ensure excellent audio 
performance and an extremely linear frequency response. In fact, the switching technology 
offers, together with an increased efficiency and a better control of heat dissipation than 
conventional power supply systems, a drastic reduction of dimensions and weight, for easier 
transportation and installation. This Amplifier guarantees total reliability and a trouble-free use 
even in the most demanding conditions. We believe the product will provide a perfect 
performance, what you get is unprecedented performance at an incredibly attractive price.

Our Professional Audio Products are designed and tested by a highly qualified engineering team 
with more than 20 years of experience. Great care is placed in delivering products with excellent 
performance, specifications and dependable reliability. Also great emphasis is placed in creating 
and bringing to market products that can fill multiple applications and also offer customers 
exceptional value.

Features

Usefull Data

Please write your serial number here for future reference.

- High current switching power allowing high power output with low noise and low distortion.

- Substantial protection circuitry like thermal, short circuit, power on/off muting and therefore

   protection.

- Built-in limiter.

- Euroblock input and output.

- Gain controls for easy access.

- Signal, Clip protect, and Power LED indicators to monitor performance.
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Technical Specifications6

Controls
Front: AC switch, Input level control for each channel
Rear: 70V/100V selector

Indicators
SIGNAL:  green LED     CLIP:  red LED  POWER:  green LED   
PROTECTION:  red LED   

Input sensitivity

Input Impedance

Frequency response

Voltage gain (100V)

THD+N

S/N rate

Crosstalk

Damping factor

Power output circuitry

Power supply

Protections

Connectors

150W

135W*8

150W

135W*8

Dimensions (WxHxD)

Weight

483x44x360 (mm)

5.4 kg

0.9-1.1V (0+/-1dBV)

20kΩ (balanced) 10kΩ (unbalanced)

100 Hz - 15 kHz

40 dB

<0.1%

>95 dB

>70dB

>200

Switching power, Class-D

110V-120V or 220V-240V AC 50/60Hz

Short circuit, open circuit, thermal, ultrasonic and RF

INPUT & OUTPUT: Euroblock

one channel drive

one channel drive

one channel drive

one channel drive

Output Power 
(100V line)

Output Power 
(70V line)
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4Control Element

1. POWER LED
The Green LED light up when the amplifier power on.

2. CLIP LED
This red LED lights up when the input signal is too strong. it is time to reduce input level until  clip 
LED turns off.

3. SIGNAL LED
These green LEDs  light up when the respective channel's output signal pass through.

4. PROTECTION LED
In normal operation, the LED will not illume; If the LED turns red, it means the unit is in heat 
protection without sound output. The speaker system is actually disconnected from the amplifier 
outputs when this LED is red, the temperature must be reduced by good ventilation and the 
signal level decreased etc, if the problem is resolved. the protection output systems will 
deactivate automatically, and normal amplifier operation is resumed. 

FRONT PANEL

(1)(3) (2)(4)
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5Applications

Inputs connections
The inputs can be connected to the Euroblock socket using the female free part connectors 
supplied with the device.
For balanced inputs use Hot pin(+),Cold pin (-) and Ground pin (G) terminals.
For unbalanced inputs use Hot pin (+) and Ground pin (G) only.

Speaker connections
This is a connection example. Thanks to it 8-channel design, it is possible to separate 8 zones with 
different audio sources or to use the same audio on all zones.
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Control Element4
REAR PANEL

1. Power Switch
It switches ON/OFF the unit main power.

2. AC Input
Use it to connect your unit to the supplied AC cord.

3. Level Control
These volume controls allow you to adjust the volume level.

4. Euroblock input
INPUT +: balanced signal input+ or unbalanced signal input
INPUT G: signal  GND
INPUT - : balanced signal input- or unbalanced signal not connect

5. Euroblock Output
Connect the amplifier to your speakers using these Euroblock.

6. Operation mode Switch
Select the operation mode (70Vor100V) on each channel moving the dip-switches to the 
desired position.

Exhaust Vents
Air is drawn from front grilles, flowing through the unit and heat sink,and then exhausted via 
the rear vents. Do not block or impede the air flow  through these vents and keep the vents  
areas free of foreign materials.

(1)(2)(4)(5) (6)

(3)
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INPUT4

INPUT8

INPUT3

INPUT7

INPUT2

INPUT6

INPUT1

INPUT5

CH1CH2CH3CH4

CH5CH6CH7CH8

1 2 3 4

PRE-SET

110-120V~50/60Hz
220-240V~50/60Hz

FUSE:
110-120V T12AL AC250V
220-240V T8AL AC250V
POWER CONSUMPTION:
1200W
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